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HEALTH AND SPORT COMMITTEE 

THE SUPPLY AND DEMAND FOR MEDICINES 

SUBMISSION FROM THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF GENERAL PRACTITIONERS (SCOTLAND) 

 
1. Does the system ensure patients receive the most clinically and cost-effective 

treatments and, if not, how can this be improved? 
 
There has been a proactive policy to support SMC to approve new medicines. This 
change in policy (https://www.gov.scot/publications/review-access-new-medicines/) has 
had an impact both positively opening up access to medications, but also in changing 
some of the historic thresholds from which we would consider the approvals of 
medicines in Scotland. The clinical effectiveness of new medicines as a result may not 
be to the same level as they were historically. This is echoed in the research as the 
Government will be aware where the approvals more widely have not then stood up to 
the rigor of retrospective analysis. (https://doi.org/10.1136/bmj.j4530) 
 
At a local level throughout Scotland the respective Formularies help support cost 
effective treatments, which are often supported by local specific guidance. These 
signpost to local pathways and decision aids suited to local experience and services 
available. RCGP acknowledges government policy on a Single National Formulary and 
the attractiveness of such a change. However, within this we must not lose the value in 
a breadth of clinicians assessing effectiveness and options that comes with broader 
reviewing throughout Scotland. Variation can be a concern, but in some cases, moving 
everyone to a more limited choice can save no more money, might not be any more 
clinically effective, will cost time to tackle and having done so leaves everyone on a 
more limited selection which will cause more work if there are shortages. Moreover a 
breadth of reviewers can spot more opportunities for improvements and all formularies 
will learn from each other in a continual cycle of review. 
 
Improvements need to be made in shared decision making support to prescribing. 
RCGP has supported some of this work with Scottish Government and whilst we 
acknowledge this is an emerging field to embed shared decision aids, this is key to 
delivering Realistic Medicine. 

 
Access to medicine and non-medicine options must be equal across Scotland. There is 
emerging inequity in access to key link workers (social prescribers), level 1 mental 
health support, non-medicines/exercise approaches to chronic pain, evidence based 
weight loss/diet advice for diabetes all of which can be as effective as and safer than 
medicines. With a lack of investment in such services, dependency upon medicines will 
only continue. 
 
ScriptSwitch is a useful point of prescribing aid to support cost-effective prescribing. It 
would be hoped that this can continue to signpost prescribers to the most cost-effective 
choices with national learning shared across all health boards promoted. 

 
 
2. Does the NHS in Scotland achieve the most value from the money spent on 

medicines and, if not, how can this be improved? 

https://www.gov.scot/publications/review-access-new-medicines/
https://doi.org/10.1136/bmj.j4530
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A Single National Formulary could be a good platform to share learning from across 
Scotland in finding the most cost effective choices.  Whilst still maintaining the benefits 
of a Board level formulary, a SNF could show at a glance what each board uses and 
highlight the most cost-effective options or solutions an area has found. 

Due to the lack of investment in shared decision aids, many clinicians and patients do 
not have information at hand to express the ‘value’ of a medicine. They don’t readily 
know the numbers needed to treat, the don’t know the numbers need to harm and so 
cannot possibly make an informed choice if this medicine is the right one for them. We 
must invest in the IT to allow us to have these conversations and offer patients the 
choice, based not just on a guideline/expert group recommendation, but importantly 
taking into account the patient values and understanding of what a benefit would mean 
to them.  

Although this review is looking at medicines, non-medicines has the largest amount of 
inequity in the provision across Scotland. Collectively we spend almost as much on 
these in primary care but struggle to have systems in place to maintain each patient on 
the most appropriate choice. This is mainly limited by the decision to provide via GP10 
in most areas and GPs do not have the expertise to know if this is the best value 
product for the patient. At the dispensing pathways review with government this issue 
was highlighted as an area that a new dispensing system could address with built-in 
governance to support the right product choice, authorised by a specialist who 
understands the products.   

 
3. In what ways can the system be made more efficient? 

 
The changes discussed above will all help support this. The future of prescribing 
cannot simply reply on the GP prescribing system having ultimate responsibility. The 
future models of dispensing and patient records must have in-built governance, safety 
checks and highlight these issues at the point of prescribing to the prescriber – 
whoever that might be. 

 
 
4. How can the medicines budget be controlled while maintaining clinical and cost 

effectiveness? 
 
Budgets on medicines spending (and non-medicines which are paid for under the same 
budgets), can be controlled in better systems. Non-medicines for example need far 
better clinical governance surrounding choice and reviewing processes.  
 
Regarding cost effective choices, there is a juxtaposition between choosing the most 
cost-effective option and patient preference (but with overall no clinical benefit). GPs, 
HSCP and Health Boards do receive letters from patients and their respective 
politicians when they are advised of a medicine change that is based upon the 
evidence and would not make a difference to outcome. However, there is difficulty 
when clinicians are asked to deliver best value on one hand, but on the other a letter 
from politician arrives asking for the change to be justified again and to reconsider. The 
system struggles to fully back up GPs when making these decisions and so often 
patients might remain on less cost-effective options at patient request, despite a lack of 
evidence to support this. Either the system has to more firmly support that it is not a 
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good use of public money to do so, or to accept there will be variation and a higher 
spend. 

 
 
 


